causing to be transferred on the books of the corporation to or pursuant to the direction of the surviving joint tenant or tenants any share or shares or other securities theretofore issued by the corporation to two or more persons in joint tenancy form on the books or records of the corporation, unless the transfer was made with actual knowledge by the corporation or by its registrar or transfer agent of the existence of any understanding, agreement, condition, or evidence that the shares or securities were held other than in joint tenancy, or of the invalidity of the joint tenancy or a breach of trust by the joint tenants.

Passed the Senate February 25, 1963.
Passed the House March 10, 1963.
Approved by the Governor March 25, 1963.

CHAPTER 133.
[ S. B. 491. ]

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT—COIN OR CURRENCY RECEPTACLES.

AN ACT relating to crimes and punishment; and adding a new section to chapter 249, Laws of 1909 and to chapter 9.61 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 249, Laws of 1909, and to chapter 9.61 RCW a new section to read as follows:

Any person who shall open, remove from its normal place of repose or in any other manner interfere with the operation of any coin or currency receptacle, with intent to unlawfully remove money therefrom, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

Passed the Senate March 2, 1963.
Passed the House March 10, 1963.
Approved by the Governor March 25, 1963.